
A FILM REVIEW OF GET CARTER

"Get Carter" is a tense, hard-boiled crime movie that uses Michael Caine, for once, as the sure possessor of all his
unconscious authority.

The other participants in the film are Glenda and Margaret. Visiting Brumby's house Jack discovers the man
knows nothing about him and, believing he has been set up, he leaves. Petra Markham as Doreen Carter.
Roger Ebert was less reserved in his praise, writing that "the movie has a sure touch". He just no longer cares.
During his quest for revenge, Carter throws a man off the roof of a building, stabs another, locks a porno
actress in the trunk of a car that is later pushed into a river, murders a prostitute by giving her an overdose of
heroin, and bludgeons a man to death. The cruel irony is that in the opening scene, he was seen looking at
dirty pictures with his cronies, and his disgust must be partly directed at himself even though he refuses to
acknowledge it. Very early, during the titles, we see Caine taking the train to Newcastle and reading a
paperback of Raymond Chandler's 'Farewell My Lovely. As a result, for the majority of the twentieth century,
British gangster films were considered B-movies of unworthy subject matter by many of the contemporary
British censors, which is why few of them appeared in the first half of the century. Besides shooting on city
streets, Hodges picked places either once owned by or known to be associated with Vincent Luvaglio and
those involved in the one-armed bandit murder. The labyrinthine plot exposes a seedy system of racketeers,
sex workers, and ruthless killers unto which Carter unleashes his retribution, and ultimately falls victim. The
story follows the conventions of a detective caper whipped up, maybe, by a Ross MacDonald; but Carter is on
the other side of the law. For years the version shown on British television was the redubbed American cut.
He's tough and ruthless, but very quiet and charged with a terrible irony". Kevin Brennan appears as Harry the
card-player. You know you're not going to use it. Not only using a gun in criminal activity but having a gun is
a statement and transgression. It's not all angst and depression though. I haven't actually seen "Lock, Stock and
Two Smoking Barrels" or any of the "Right Royal Cockney Barrel O'Monkeys" type films which followed it,
but I get the impression that these are merely dumb entertainment for "new" lads. Carter is depicted wearing a
gaudy floral jacket, as opposed to the dark raincoat and mohair suit he wears in the film. Nevertheless, this is
not a mindless action film. Forcing Glenda into the boot of her car, Jack drives off to find Albert. He also
noticed a substantial increase in women voting on the film in the eight months leading up to April  Overcome
with emotion, Jack becomes enraged and pushes Glenda's head under water as she is taking a bath. What is
most notable is his sexual indiscrimination â€” killing unisex enemies without even a flicker of remorse.


